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Welcome Poll
What do you think about student 
researchers using AI?

Respond at pollev.com/cshanley or scan the QR code



Goals for this session

● Explore AI-powered tools aimed at researchers
● Reflect on how they may help or hinder students
● Consider a framework for assessing these tools
● Paired Activity
● Discuss and wrap-up



AI Research Tools

● Popular chatbots, plugins
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AI Research Tools

● Popular chatbots, plugins
● New AI-enabled research 

tools
● AI features in existing tools



Why this matters
New tools are launching, and 
new AI features are fast 
becoming part of tools we 
already use.

Student researchers may trust 
these tools without 
understanding how they work.



Types of Features

● Summarizing
● Literature searching, mapping, recommending
● Extracting information across items
● Working with data
● Multifunctional “research assistants”



AI Chatbots guide
guides.temple.edu/ai-chatbots/research



How AI research tools may help

• Text summarization

• Conversational, natural language interfaces

• Semantic search algorithms

• Information and data extraction across sources

• Data search, analysis, and visualization

• Writing and publishing utilities



How AI research tools may hinder

• Generative AI pitfalls still a factor: hallucinations, 
vagueness, bias, and inaccuracies

• May not be obvious where generative AI is used

• Cost

• Lack of transparency about what they search

• Data security and privacy

• Overbroad claims and promises





AI-savvy student researchers

● Critically judge the quality of AI outputs
● Recognize when they lack adequate expertise to 

judge
● Use tools with transparent documentation
● Read the documentation to understand how they 

work
● Match the right tool to the task
● Have multiple tools and techniques in their toolkit



Framework for assessing AI research tools

Is there a cost to use 
this tool? Is it 
accessible to me?

Access

How much scholarly 
information does this 
tool access? Are its 
sources comprehensive?

Sources

Are the tool’s outputs  
accurate? Are they 
sufficiently detailed for 
my needs?

Accuracy

Are search results and 
recommendations 
relevant? Do the most 
relevant sort to the top?

Relevancy

Do conversational 
features show common 
chatbot pitfalls?

Chatbot

How will this tool use 
my personal data?

My Data

Will using this tool help 
me achieve my learning 
goal, or could it 
undermine my learning?

Goals



Suggested lesson

Use this activity:

• In class 
• Online
• Asynchronously

Find it on our guide:

guides.temple.edu/ai-chatbots/research

AI Tools Report Card



Questions?



Think/Pair/
Share

Generated with AI using Bing Image Creator

Consider your current 
teaching practices. 

How might you 
incorporate the AI Tools 
framework to help 
students use AI more 
critically?



Discussion
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Library Workshops on AI
library.temple.edu/workshops

Feb 19, 3pm
Working with AI Chatbots

Mar 14, noon

AI Research Tools

Mar 19, noon

AI in STEM
Apr 3, 1pm

AI in Business
Apr 23, 1pm

AI and Creativity



Getting Help

The library can help with:

● Consultation about AI tools for 
research

● AI literacy, research best 
practices instruction for your 
course

Make an appointment: library.temple.edu/appointments
Request an instruction session: library.temple.edu/forms/library-instruction
Use library tutorials: library.temple.edu/tutorials



Coming soon!

NEW interactive tutorial:

● Intro to Generative AI and 
Chatbots

● Get notified when this tutorial is 
available

library.temple.edu/webpages/intro-to-generative-ai-and-chatbots

https://library.temple.edu/webpages/intro-to-generative-ai-and-chatbots


Do you have any questions?

• asktulibrary@temple.edu
• guides.temple.edu/ai-chatbots

Thanks!
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olivia.castello@temple.edu
Olivia Given Castello

cshanley@temple.edu
Caitlin Shanley
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